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Abstract:      In this paper, a novel intelligent growth automaton of virtual plant is proposed. 
Initially, this intelligent growth automaton analyzes the branching pattern 
which is controlled by genes and then builds plant; moreover, it stores the 
information of plant growth, provides the interface between virtual plant and 
environment, and controls the growth and development of plant on the basis of 
environment and the function of plant organs. This intelligent growth 
automaton can simulate that the plant growth is controlled by genetic 
information system, and the information of environment and the function of 
plant organs. The experimental results show that the intelligent growth 
automaton can simulate the growth of plant conveniently and vividly. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, research on virtual plant has made great progress. Many 
methods and models for generating plant graphics has been proposed, for 
example, mended L-system (Prusinkiewice et al., 1990), IFS (Dekmo et al., 
1985), reference axis technique (Blaise et al., 1998), branch matrix (Viennot et 
al., 1989), particle system (Reeves et al., 1985) and so on. However, it is very 
difficult to depict and reproduce the complicated growth of plant. 
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The growth and development is a kind of behavior of plant life activities. 
It includes two aspects. One is the increase of size and weight of plant which 
is the growth of plant. The other is the continuously occurring of new organs 
called morphogenesis, which is the development of plant (Yang Shijie et al., 
2000). The growth and development of plant are controlled by the genetic 
information system and the environment information system. Genetic 
information system determines the potential pattern of growth and 
development of plant, while the environment information system impact on 
the specific performance of characters. The growth and development is a 
very complex dynamic process (Li Hesheng et al., 2002). 

The existing plant growth models are focused on computer graphics and 
very limited knowledge of botany are employed to generate a beautiful plant 
models quickly and easily, excepting for L-system and reference axis 
technique. Dr. Zhao Xing et al. (Zhao Xing et al., 2001) proposed a two-scale 
automata model based on the growth mechanism of plant, and Kyle W. 
Tomlinson et al. (Kyle W. Tomlinson et al., 2007) proposed a functional-
structural model for growth of clonal bunchgrasses. However, the parameters 
of two-scale automata model are acquired empirically. Dr. Qu Hongchun et 
al. (Hongchun Qu et al., 2007) proposed the intelligent physiological engine 
(IPE) which consists of virtual environment, two dimensional hierarchical 
automata (2DHA) controlling plant branch pattern, the carbohydrate balance 
model on the basis of ant colony system and some other key components. 
IPE controls and coordinates the interaction between individual agent virtual 
organs (IAVOs) which constitute the virtual plant, distribution and balance 
of carbohydrate inside plant, and the interaction of virtual plant and the 
virtual environment, to drive the growth and development of plant. However, 
2DHA can’t satisfy the demand that IPE drive the growth and development 
of plant. On the basis of this framework, a novel intelligent growth 
automaton (IGA) of virtual plant is proposed which extends the function of 
2DHA and simulates the growth and development of plant controlled by 
genetic information system and environment information system.  

2. FRAMEWORK DESCRIPTION 

In this framework, 2DHA simulates the function of genetic information 
system while IPE simulates the function of environment information system 
and the function of IAVOs. IGA analyzes the 2DHA and uses the controlling 
information from 2DHA to produce the plant. At the same time, IGA sends 
the interaction request to IPE, and modifies the parameters of 2DHA 
according to the feedback information, to simulate the environment 
coordinating the plant growth. 
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Fig.1 describes the framework of the interaction of IGA (Intelligent 

Growth Automaton) with 2DHA and IPE.Ⅰrepresents the interface between 
IGA and 2DHA, whileⅡrepresents the interface between IGA and IPE. ① 
represents the information of controlling the plant growth; ② represents the 
information of structure and physiology of plant which are computed by IGA, 
and the information is stored in the Bi-dimensional Hash Chain; ⑤ 
represents the information of current structure and physiology of plant; 
⑥represents sending the information of environment and plant structure and 
physiology status to IPE through II. ⑦represents the information of 
environment  and  function  of  IAVOs‘ feedback from IPE; ⑧ represents the 
adjustment information of structure and physiology of plant which is 
computed by IGA; ③ represents the information to modify parameters of 
2DHA and ④sending the modifying information to 2DHA. 

 

3. THE DEVELOPMENT OF STEM 

The appearance of plant includes the stem and the organs such as leaves, 
flowers and fruits which grow on it. In addition, the stem is the functional 
organ which links the root with leaves and transport water, inorganic salt and 
organic nutrition (Li Hesheng et al., 2002) (Yang Shijie et al., 2000). The part 
where leaf grows on is called node. The part between two nodes is called 
internode. As shown in Fig.2, the stems constitute the main structure of the 
plant, bearing some buds and leafage. 

Fig.1 Framework of Intelligent Growth Automaton 
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Metamer: it is defined as a set of internode and lateral organs (leaves, 

axillaries bud, flowers or fruits) between two nodes. The period of the 
development of a new metamer is Node Cycle. 

Growth Cycle: the growth of plant is a periodical process. Each period is 
called a Growth Cycle, which depends on the specific plant. We assumes 
that all the node growth cycles are the same and the Growth Cycle of one 
plant could be divided into a fixed number of node growth cycles. 

Growth Unit: It is the amount of new metamer in the plant axis in one 
Growth Cycle. 

Growth Age: It is the amount of growth cycles of a plant. 
The stem and flower are developed from bud. The bud at the top of the 

axis is called terminal bud; the bud at the leaf base is called axillary bud 
which develops to lateral branch. The buds are divided into active bud which 
grows this year and dormant bud which doesn’t grow this year. The primary 
growth of stem includes apical growth and intercalary growth (Li Hesheng et 
al., 2002) (Yang Shijie et al., 2000).  

4. TWO DIMENSIONAL HIERARCHICAL 
AUTOMATA  

2DHA samples the plant and then acquires the parameters by employing 
the statistical hidden markov tree (HMT) model and clustering. 2DHA is 
constituted of parent automaton and child automaton. Parent automaton is 
constituted of parent states which transfer mutually and child automaton is 
constituted of child states which transfer mutually too. 

Definition 1(Parent automaton): the parent automaton is defined as a 
finite state automaton: :: , , , ,p p p GC p pA Q S FS U � ! ,where pQ denotes the 

Fig.2 Form of Stem 
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set of parent states and a parent state represents a kind of Growth Unit. pS is 

the initial probability vector and used to acquire the axiom. G CS  is the time 
signal to drive parent automaton and indicates time period requirement for 
growing one Growth Unit. pU  denotes the transfer matrix of all parent states. 

pF denotes the set of terminal conditions, such as limit of plant age or a 
terminal parent state. It should be noted that a parent state corresponds to a 
child automaton. 

Definition 2(Child automaton): a child automaton is a sequential 
automaton, it’s defined as: :: , , , , , ,c c c NC c c c cA Q S B L FS U � ! .where cQ  
denotes the set of child states and a child state represents a kind of Metamer. 

cS  denotes the initial probability of every child state when the child 
automaton begin to run. NCS  is the time signal to drive child automaton and 
indicates time period requirement for growing one Metamer. cB  denotes the 
set of axillary bud of every child state. cL  denotes the cycle number of the 
child automaton continuously locating in a child state. cU  denotes the 
transfer matrix of all child states. cF  denotes the set of terminal conditions, 
such as limit of Growth Cycle or a terminal child state. 

When the child automaton of a parent state is established, Monte Carlo 
method is employed to make the sequence of internodes which is produced 
by child automaton to satisfy the statistical laws of parent state. 

5. INTELLIGENT GROWTH AUTOMATON  

The main data structure of IGA is bi-dimensional hash table (B-DHT) and 
bi-dimensional hash chain (B-DHC). The structure information of plant and 
physiology information of every organ are stored in B-DHT. IGA produces 
the plant and interacts with IPE by access and writing B-DHC. 

5.1 Definition of bi-dimensional hash table and bi-
dimensional hash chain 

Definition 1(Phy-Hash Table): It is a hash table which stores the 
physiology information of metamer. At present, there are four parameters --
GC, NC, n and F. GC denotes the number of Growth Cycle from appearance 
to now. NC denotes the number of Node Cycle from appearance to now. n is 
the ordinal of child automaton in a cycle. The initial value of GC, NC, n of 
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active bud is 1, while the initial value of dormant bud is the negative of the 
dormant period. The value of F includes 0,1 and 2, that 0 represents the 
metamer is intercalary growth, while 1 represents the metamer is apical 
growth, and 2 represents the metamer and others in the branch is restrained. 

Definition 2(Str-Hash Table): It is a hash table which stores the structure 
information of metamer. At present, there are three parameters --POS, ORI 
and Mesh. POS denotes the absolute position of the metamer and ORI 
denotes the absolute orientation in the plant. Mesh denotes the mesh graphics 
corresponding to an metamer, including color and size of the organs. 

Definition 3(B-DHT): It is constituted of Phy-Hash Table and Str-Hash 
Table. If an internode has axillary buds, it is need to bracket the B-DHT of 
the axillary bud with ‘[’and  ‘]’, and all B-DHTs of axillary buds are linked. 

Definition 4(B-DHC): It is a chain which is constituted of all B-DHTs by 
link of a plant and mark: . Two denotation ‘{’ and ‘}’ are added at the head 
and the end of :  which represents the start and the end of the plant. 
Obviously, all of the branches of the plant are bracketed by ‘[’and ‘]’. 

Definition 5(Sequential B-DHC): It is a chain which is constituted of B-
DHTs without branch and markG . For instance, the Sequential B-DHC of 
main stem is constituted of all B-DHTs which are inside ‘{’ and ‘}’ but 
outside ‘[’and ‘]’.  

5.2 Modeling growth by intelligent growth automaton 

: is initialized according to axiom, and updated according to controlling 
information from 2DHA continuously, to generate a plant. Meanwhile, IGA 
gets the information of environment and functional organs, and modifies 
parameters of 2DHA to make plant growth accustomed to the environment. 

G  represents a stem without branch. It have four possibilities: The first is 
that GC is less than 1, which means there is only one dormant bud; The 
second is that all GC equal 1, which means that all metamers appearance 
only this year; The third is all GC are greater 1, which means that all 
metamers appearance only before this year and restrained; The fourth is that 
the metamers appears this year and before. 

Main Algorithm: modeling growth by IGA. 
Input: Axiom AQ  ,Growth Age age and 2DHA 

Output: :  representing the information of structure and physiology of plant 
Ⅰ．Initialize :  according to AQ  and compute the number of node cycle in a 

growth cycle, defined as T. 
Ⅱ. The growth cycle loop from 1 to age. In a growth cycle, the node cycle loop 

from 1 to T. In a node cycle, do these operations: 
⑴. Establish a stack to partition :  into a lot of G ; 
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⑵. Deal with every G ; 
⑶. If the current :  is processed successfully, plot: . Compute the absolute 

position and orientation, size, height and other geometry information of 
every organ; 

⑷. Modify parameters of 2DHA according to IPE. 

The above main algorithm depicts the process of growth modeling by IGA. 
The following child algorithm ⅰ ,ⅱ ,ⅲ  are the detailed description of 
operation ⑴, ⑵, ⑷in the main algorithm. 

Child Algorithm ⅰ: the description of ⑴--partition :  into one by one G . 
Input: :  
Output: G  (initial G  is null) 

①. Access every character from : , mark ch from left to right; 
②. If ch is B-DHT,  or  ‘{’,‘[’,  push  ch and go to ①; otherwise, pop to y; 
③. If y is B-DHT, y is added at the head ofG ; if y is  ‘[’,  an  entire  G  is acquired, go 

to main algorithm⑵. When return from ⑵, G  initialize null and access the 
character after ch from: , go to ②; if y is  ‘{’,  :  is processed successfully and 
go to main algorithm ⑶. 

 

Child Algorithmⅱ: the description of ⑵--deal with G . 
Input: G  
Output: modified B-DHT 

①. If the eldest metamer(the head) in G  is dormant, go to ②; if it appears this year, 
go to ③；if it appears before this year, go to ④; 

②. The NC of this metamer plus 1, if GC is 0, wakens it. Return; 
③. If the entire metamer sequence of this Growth Unit have already formed and this 

Growth Cycle is over, all GC of  this  Growth  Unit  plus  1,   if  Growth  Cycle  isn’t  
over, the NC of all metamers of this Growth Unit plus 1. If the metamer sequence 
isn’t  completed,  n and NC plus 1, F updated to 0, select a new metamer according 
to the transfer matrix of the Child Automaton, add to : , return; 

④. If the youngest metamer (the end) in G  appears this year, partition G  into 

1G (metamer sequence this year) and 2G (metamer sequence before this year). 
Process 1G  with③ and process 2G  with⑤. When 1G  and 2G  are processed 
successfully, return. If the youngest metamer appears before this year, go to⑤, 
after ⑤, return; 

⑤. If the Growth Cycle is over, all GC of this Growth Unit plus 1, if the eldest 
metamer is restrained, return; if it isn’t   restrained,   select   a   new   metamer  
according to Parent Automaton and Child Automaton, add to : , return. If 
Growth  Cycle  isn’t  over,  return. 
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Meanwhile, IGA modifies parameters of 2DHA by interacting with IPE, 
to make plant growth accustomed to environment dynamically. The function 

ef  depicts IPE, which is defined as ( )ef F e y 
& )&
， , where e

)&
denotes all kinds 

of environment factor, such as illumination, water, accumulated temperature 
and mineral. y

)&
 denotes all kinds of factor of organ function, such as age, 

height, branch, photosynthesis outcome and so on. The following child 
algorithm ⅲ describes IPE impact on plant growth and development. 

Child Algorithm ⅲ: the description of ⑷--modifies parameters of 2DHA. 

Input: ef  

Output: 2DHA modified parameters 
①. If current :  is processed   successfully   and  Growth  Cycle   isn’t   over,  modifies  

transfer matrix of Child Automaton according to function ef . F can be updated 

to 2 to make a metamer restrained, and the dormant period of bud can be 
modified; 

②. If Growth Cycle is over, modifies transfer matrix of Parent Automaton according 
to function ef . And modifies cS , cL  and transfer matrix of Child Automaton 

of the next parent state. 

6. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

 The growth and development of plant are controlled essentially by genes, 
and plant must grow in feasible environment. Plant absorbs mineral nutrition 
and energy from environment, and then grows and develops by material 
metabolism and energy metabolism. Therefore, genes and environment are 
the driving force of the growth and development of plant. 

In the framework, 2DHA simulates the function of genetic information to 
control the branch pattern of plant and drives the growth and development of 
plant. IPE controls and coordinates the interaction between IAVOs which 
constitute the virtual plant, distribution and balance of carbohydrate inside 
plant, and the interaction between virtual plant and virtual environment, to 
drive the growth and development of plant, and display 3D graphics of plant. 
Therefore, the IGA employs genes and environment to control the growth 
and development of plant, and is capable of demonstrate the drive of genes 
and environment to the growth and development of plant vividly. 

On the basis of IGA, a software tool which can plot the topology of plant 
has been developed to validate this model. The different growth in the 
normal and abnormal environment is simulated successfully through the 
software. Normal environment is a feasible environment for plant growth. 
While abnormal environment is harmful to plant living and growth, such as 
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drought, low temperature, insect pest, and so on. In the experiment, 
abnormal environment is drought and low temperature. Fig. 3 shows the 
topology of four continuous plant growth phases in normal environment, 
while Fig. 4 shows the topology of plant growing in abnormal environment. 

Experimental results show that the potential pattern of plant is controlled 
by genes, while the specific character of plant is affected by environment. In 
normal environment, the potential branch and organ will grow and develop, 
while abnormal environment make some buds dormant，restrained，dead 
or transform to other kind of tissue, Fig.3 and Fig.4 can illustrate this effect. 

The genetic information can’t be acquired directly by 2DHA. At present, 
complex statistical and clustering method are employed. At first, the plant is 
sampled and statistically computed, and then the genetic information is 
clustered and recognized. Therefore, new method must be employed, for 
example, the gene control network which is on the basis of plant physiology 
can be employed. In addition, it is worthy to do thorough research on the 
functional organ model and environment model, and the latest achievements 
in plant physiology should be employed to control the development of plant 
more vividly and effectively. 
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